You and Your Money - Life Skills Training
In Context™ has developed a program for blue collar workers to
help improve their basic quality of life through targeted and
effective education interventions. We call the program our “Life
Skills Training Program” and it focuses on 1) Financial Skills, 2)
Communication Skills, 3) Conflict Resolution and 4) Teamwork.
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In Context™ has a small management team, each member
responsible for their own area of competence and client
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segment. The team has extensive commercial experience
across a broad range of sectors, including Media, FMCG, Financial
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debt, interest, savings, etc.
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nd gives guidance to those in need as to where to find help,
if help is required

This is done in a 4 hour training session, as our audience are
people who typically do manual work and to be seated in a
classroom for days on end is not effective nor efficient.
ost
importantly we find that lessons can be taught retained in a
well managed intervention, in a few hours.

For more www.inconte t.co. a

A out the Consultant

"Thanks for teaching me about working with my money, I
will forever remember this day.
difference for my family."

I can now make a big

driaan from Farmer ngus.

" ie kursus het baie vir my beteken, en ek het baie daaruit geleer.
k sal dit van nou af toe as." Rachel van

adenhorst Wines.

"I am going to s end less on wants and balance my needs
because I have a clear icture between the two.

nd I will start to

work on more savings." Thobelani from Farmer ngus.
Training Cost
The ou and our oney module is ideally taught in a classroom
setting of 1 to 1 participants to ensure individual attention,
ma imum participation and quality retention.
The program cost is R2 , per participant e cl
includes training consumables and study guide.

T) and

Training venue and costs, refreshments and other client specific
requirements are e cluded in the above cost, but can be
arranged by separate costing.
Terms are 14 days from invoice, post training.

Louisa le Rou is an adult educator with e tensive
e perience in teaching in various countries in
frica.
She holds qualifications in education, social sciences,
languages and classical culture from the
niversity
of Stellenbosch. She has worked in the fields of market
research, the South frican wine industry, tourism and
administration.
er passion is for adult education as it
not only develops the student, but filters through to
changing the lives of many dependents.
Louisa speaks 4 languages and is a keen equestrian.

